
When we create the projects for our embroidery designs, we usually add quilting and sewing techniques for a fin-
ishing touch. Then, when we display the projects at trunk shows and events, we hear comments that these finishing 
touches are often what you find the most difficult to do! So, while planning this Spring Quilt collection we decided 
to include some of these techniques right in the embroidery designs themselves! We made four different types of 
block designs with five different embroidery design themes. The themes are perfect for Spring sewing projects: but-
terfly, dragonfly, blue bird, daisy and strawberry. Each design is made in all four-block styles. Each block is offered 
in two sizes and the embroidery designs are also included separately in two sizes. Every block incorporates an 
embroidery technique and a quilt technique.  Here is more information about the blocks:

1.Checkerboard block with stitched embroidery design
This block uses the crazy quilt appliqué technique to apply five different fabrics. The first four are a checkerboard 
pattern with a fifth square centered. A beautifully detailed, stitched design is then embroidered in the center of 
this final square.

2.Stippeled block and applique embroidery design 
This block contains a standard appliqué design that is surrounded by hand digitized stippling for a truly hand 
crafted effect.

3. Striped block with running stitch design
This block also uses the crazy quilt technique to apply five different fabrics in strips. Running stitch designs in a 
continuous border style are then stitched on, several of the strips to complete the look

4. Homespun appliqué design with echo quilting
Homespun appliqué designs are appliqués that are finished with a hand digitized blanket stitch instead of a satin 
stitch. For an authentic hand made look, use felt for your appliqué pieces. Echo quilting surrounds the design to 
complete the block.
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80 Designs Total. Each Block comes in 2 Sizes 6” x 6” and 5” x 5”. 
All of the designs shown within the blocks are also included in 2 Sizes each as individual designs.
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